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Executive Summary
COVID-19 has resulted in a deterioration in school
pupils’ mental health over the past year.
On the whole, the post-iheart wave saw pupils’ emotions
stabilise and start to recover from the rapid drop since the
pandemic.
At a time where pupils are extremely vulnerable to mental health issues, the
iheart programme has helped pupils manage their emotions despite the
current stressful and tough times. iheart has also empowered young people
with confidence in their ability to access their resilience in difficult times.
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Who is YouthSight?
We are an award-winning research agency.
We help our clients become more impactful
through actionable Gen Z and Millennial
insights.
As our clients generally struggle with how to
measure long-term sustainable impact of their
programmes, activities and services, we work
with them to gain insights by embracing fresh
trends, understanding youth culture and trusting
our knowledge of youth audiences.
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Sample and Methodology
Methodology
A 4-minute online survey was carried
out before pupils took part in the iheart
programme (pre-wave).
The same survey was then carried out
once pupils had finished the iheart
programme (post-wave).
We asked:
•
•
•
•

How often different emotions are
felt
Ability to problem-solve and cope
in stressful situations
Motivation at school
Cohesion with peers/teachers at
school

Sample
The sample was obtained through
iheart, from their partner schools.
We surveyed:
•
•

A sample of 416 pupils in the prewave* and 254 pupils in the postwave
Pupils were either in Year 6, 7 or 8
from schools in Greater London
*We originally surveyed a sample of 530 in
the pre-wave, but owing to COVID-19
interruption, we surveyed 254 pupils in the
post-wave, from 6 of the 15 participating
schools. We therefore could only include
the schools where over 50% took part in the
post-wave.

Control sample
We used a control group as a baseline
general population measure of
wellbeing in March 2020, using the
same pre/post-wave questionnaire.
We surveyed:
• A sample of 524 Year 5 – Year 11
school students
• Pupils were from schools across the
UK
As the control cell was carried out
before the Covid-19 pandemic, it
provides us with a baseline of pupils’
wellbeing before the pandemic.
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Students completed the 10 sessions
comprising the iHeart programme
Session 1: Welcome to iheart

What is iheart and why is it helpful

Session 2: Intelligent systems

Our psychological system is reliable, predictable, intelligent and amazing

Session 3: We have everything we need inside!
Our wellbeing is built-in; nothing can give it to us

Session 4: How our amazing psychological system works

Thinking arises within our psychological system and is brought to life as our feelings

Session 5: Stress & Anxiety – barriers to motivation and learning

No one and no thing have the power to take away our wellbeing and make us feel stressed, anxious or
worried

Session 6: Worrying about the future

As we know that a future event cannot take away our wellbeing, worrying about it
makes less sense

Session 7: Can we think differently and still get along?

As everyone experiences their own thinking – separate realities – we can see things differently and still be
friends

Session 8: Labels are for Jars!

As we are not born with a self-image, identity or label, we are so much more than we think

Session 9: Cyber bullying, bad behaviour & anger

As no one and no thing can take away our wellbeing – not even a bully – we are psychologically safe

Session 10: Breaking habits and addictions

When we attach our wellbeing to something else, we feel compelled to engage in certain behaviours to get
relief from a bad feeling or to get a better feeling
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The context
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COVID-19 is bringing
unprecedented challenges
and issues for all – especially
young people
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Fieldwork was carried out during the pandemic - a stressful
and worrying time for all
The fieldwork was carried out during the uncertainty of Covid19, including a second lockdown in England and the rise of the
second wave. At this time, schools were facing increasing
pressure to close their doors yet again, just as they’d
reopened.
This was unquestionably a stressful and worrying time for
all, especially young people.
September:
New school year
starts. After months
of online learning,
schools open their
doors again.

c

20th March:
The first national lockdown
– schools close and online
learning is implemented
for the first time.
March - June

Control group
fieldwork
Early March
(before
lockdown)
Sources: The Guardian

July - August

September

31st October:
Four week lockdown
announced in England.
Schools remain open.

October
Pre-iheart
fieldwork
Early
October

19th December London and
much of the South and East
of England moved to Tier 4.
Christmas policy U-turn.
Pressure to close schools
amounts.

November
iHeart programme (10 weeks)

December
Post-iheart
fieldwork
Early/midDecember
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Years 6,7 and 8 are key transitional years in ‘normal’ times,
but this year they are facing even more upheaval
The typical pupil’s mindset at the start of their first term (September)
Year 6s are excited about
finishing primary school and
moving onto the next chapter of
their lives at secondary school

Year 7s are excited about starting
their first year in secondary
school, making new friends and
meeting new teachers

Year 8s are also looking forward
to a new school year, no longer
being the youngest in the school

The typical pupil’s mindset during Covid-19 at the start of their first term (September)…
Year 6s feel uncertain about what
the next chapter of their lives
could look like; will secondary
school be virtual or in person
when it’s their turn?

Year 7s are being thrown into the
new environment of secondary
school, and are experiencing
heightened levels of stress,
uncertainty & behavioural issues

Year 8s, have been separated
from their school friends and
experienced a lockdown summer
of isolation
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Children are not just having their education stripped away not being at school has a wider and potentially lasting impact
too
SAFEGUARDING: School is a safe space for young people. An estimated 160,000 children are living in households
where domestic abuse is taking place. Children may be confined to a home which is not a safe place for them.
Online safeguarding is also an issue as more children spend time online in lockdown - 79% of children (12-15) had
potentially harmful online experiences over a year.
DISRUPTED ROUTINE: Disrupted routines can cause distress for those suffering from anxiety, eating disorders and
other mental health difficulties. School is an important source of support for many young people, as well as being a
respite and providing structure for those who have a difficult time at home.
DIET AND EXERCISE: Despite the government giving out food vouchers, there are concerns that households on
particularly low incomes will struggle to provide a good standard of nutrition. Prior to the lockdown, 50% of
children regularly took part in some extracurricular sporting activity and many more were active through school.
We are likely to see an impact on children’s mental health as a result of reduced exercise and poor nutrition.
DIGITAL DISPARITY: Around 7% of children do not have access to a fixed broadband connection, and 2% do not
have any access to the Internet at home. This means they will struggle to access any online learning tools, and
struggle to keep in contact with friends and family, further impacting mental health.
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Source: UNICEF UK Report

During a global pandemic, wellbeing and resilience is really
being challenged, making iheart more important now than
ever

83%

of young people have said
the Coronavirus
pandemic has made their
mental health worse

“It couldn’t be more pertinent than now
to teach kids about wellbeing and
resilience” – Teacher at Elmgrove School

A quarter of young people
who were accessing mental
health support before the
crisis are no longer
receiving it
12
Source: Young Minds

Navigating such unprecedented times, we would
expect young peoples’ mental health to deteriorate

Therefore, ensuring mental health remains stable at
such a challenging time is of great value and would
be seen as a very positive result right now.
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iheart’s impact on
pupils
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Throughout this section we will be
looking at 3 different waves of data:
1.

2.

3.

Control (pre-Covid)
This was carried out in March 2020, before the pandemic amongst the general
population of Year 5-11 pupils.
The control data acts as a pre-Covid baseline, measuring how the pandemic has
impacted pupils’ emotions and behaviours and how in turn, the iheart
programme may have helped stabilise emotions and return them back to preCovid levels during this turbulent time.
Pre-iheart
This was carried out at the very start of the iheart programme, to measure
pupils’ wellbeing before the programme.
Post-iheart
This was carried out at the very end of the iheart programme, to measure
pupils’ wellbeing at the end of the programme.
Comparing this to pre-iheart and the control data, we can see the impact the
iheart programme has had.
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Some context to keep in mind when reading this
presentation…
While there are less uplifts from some of the
quantitative findings after iheart, it is essential
to remember that:
•
•

•

We were in the middle of a global pandemic
during fieldwork.
Students missed out on a significant amount
of time at school in the last year and when
they returned there were still concerns over
whether they would remain open.
As a result, students have not developed at
their usual rate and have felt unsettled and
stressed throughout.

You will also see that some emotions and
behaviours were more positive during Covid (in
the pre-iheart wave), compared to before Covid
(in the control group wave). But remember:
•
•

•

In-person school had resumed when the preiheart wave was carried out.
For many pupils, after a significant period of
remote learning, going back to school felt
like normality had returned – they had
routine in their lives and got to see their
friends every day.
This is likely to result in a surge in positive
emotions when returning to school initially.
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Our youth tracker shows that young peoples’ mental
resilience and wellbeing has declined
16-17 year olds asked in October 2019,
April 2020 and October 2020 whether
they…
54%
48%

45%

38%

34%
32%

I feel loved

Using our State of the Youth Nation
tracker data, we know that a typical
young person’s mental health and
resilience has worsened since the UK
went into lockdown.
Yet, you will see that the mental health
of those who have taken part in the
iheart programme actually remains
stable.

I deal with problems well

Oct-20

Sep-20

Aug-20

Jul-20

Jun-20

May-20

Apr-20

Mar-20

Feb-20

Jan-20

Dec-19

Nov-19

Oct-19

I feel good about myself

Pupils have managed to take their
learnings from iheart and apply them
to these unprecedented, extraordinary
times.
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Source: State of the Youth Nation

Despite such confusing times, pupils’ levels of positive
emotions have remained high post-programme
It may seem surprising that confidence levels, positivity about themselves and peacefulness had actually seen a rise since pre-Covid, however
this may be explained by the fact that normal school had resumed again at the start of the iheart programme. Pupils were able to see their
friends every day and have routine after a prolonged period away – it took them back to a sense of normality. Positively, despite lockdown
continuing, iheart has maintained those feelings and confidence and feeling positive about themselves have even surpassed pre-Covid levels.

% feeling this all the time or often
Control (pre-Covid)

72%
69%
61%

59%
56%
51%

55%57%
52%

52%52%
47%

Pre-iheart

Confident

Positive about
myself

Peaceful

Q4. Please select the option that best describes how you have felt over the last week.
Base: Total sample. Control (524), pre-wave (416), post-wave (254)

Post-iheart

Uplift in confidence and positivity was mainly seen in Year 6s, who have just
started a new year as top of primary school. Year 7s, however, who have just
started high school after half a year away from in-person school, are feeling
less so.

20%
18%
13%

Happy

Sig. higher/lower
vs. control

Angry

30%
25%27%

31%
18%
15%

Stressed

Worried

21%

15%
12%

Sad

19%
9% 11%

Lonely
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Despite COVID-19 giving rise to difficult and stressful
circumstances, pupils are managing to remain calm
As you might expect, pre-Covid, pupils were better at remaining calm, talking to others to solve problems and finding ways to stay out of
trouble. But when pupils came back to school for the first time in months in the pre-iheart wave, they didn’t feel they were as good at these
skills. Looking at the post-iheart data, the programme has prevented these skills further deteriorating at a time when they easily could and
has started improving them.

% feel they are good/very good at this
Control (pre-Covid)

Pre-iheart

As of October 2020, according to
our State of the Youth Nation
tracker, only 34% of 16-24s said
they are able to deal with
problems well

Post-iheart

iheart is starting to improve these skills
after a drop in the pre-iheart wave
67%
60%60%

62%
51%
46%

46%
34%37%

50%
45%47%

48%47%45%
30%
15%16%

Talking to others Remaining calm Not letting past Coping with life Finding ways to Blaming other
to solve
when I'm faced problems get me and difficult
stay out of
people or
problems
with a stressful
down now
situations
trouble
situations for
situation
how I am feeling
Q5a. How good or bad do you think you are at the following things?
Base: Total sample. Control (524), pre-wave (416), post-wave (254)

17% of pupils in the post wave said
they were very good at remaining calm
when facing a stressful situation,
compared to 11% pre-iheart.
“Now when me and my brother
argue, instead of getting angry
or not talking to him I can tell
him how I feel calmly and we
can move on quickly”
Pupil, Christ College Finchley 19

Despite the prolonged upheaval of COVID-19, pupils are still
motivated to do well in school
In the pre-iheart wave, it was great to see that pupils returned from an extensive period physically away from school feeling motivated to
do well and determined not to give up. iheart has successfully maintained their motivation levels as the term progressed. In fact, wanting
to do well and not giving up is higher post-iheart than it was before the pandemic.

% feeling this all the time or often
After iheart, when pupils came back
from the Christmas break, they were
hitting the ground running – their
motivation was even higher than before
the pandemic. This is something other
pupils who hadn’t done iheart struggled
with.
Teacher at Christ College Finchley

Control (pre-Covid)

84%

90%

Pre-iheart

Post-iheart

91%

61%

61%

61%

26%

23%
13%

14%

I give up easily

12%

I want to do well at school

Q5b. Please select the option that best describes how you feel about yourself
Base: Total sample. Control (524), pre-wave (416), post-wave (254)

I believe in myself

14%

I hold myself back from achieving
my best
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Students are more likely to be very good at working
together with others, even those that they don’t agree with
We saw a drop in the proportion of pupils excelling in working together and having confidence meeting new people when pupils returned
back to school in the pre-iheart wave. It’s reassuring to see that iheart has prevented further deterioration in these areas; in fact we see an
improvement in those saying they’re very good at working together with others, including those they don’t agree with.

% feel they are good/very good at this
Control (pre-Covid)

80%

83%

77%

76%

70%

Pre-iheart

33% of pupils post-wave
said they were very
good at working
together with people in
their class (compared to
25% pre-wave)

Post-iheart

69%
57%

49%

51%
40%
29%

Being respectful towards
the people around me

Working together with
people in my class

Q5d. How good or bad do you think you are at the following things?
Base: Total sample. Control (524), pre-wave (416), post-wave (254)

Having confidence when
meeting new people

32%

Working together with
people I don’t agree with

13% of pupils post-wave
said they were very
good at working
together with people
they don’t agree with
(compared to 6% prewave)
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Pupils feel iheart has helped them with their confidence,
problem-solving and ability to remain calm…
It made me feel like I was a new person because I
was upset first due to the fact that I was lonely, but
after my iheart session, I felt confident about
myself and I believed in myself. – Year 6/P7,
Mulgrave Primary School

I feel a lot more confident about myself after completing the
programme because now known that no-one can put a feeling in me and
most importantly everyone has separate realities meaning we can all
have different opinions about everything – Year 6/P7, Mulgrave
Primary School

I feel so much better because before I used to get so angry
easily but after a few sessions of iheart I learnt how to
keep calm and hold in my emotions.
– Year 6/P7, Mulgrave Primary School

It's improved my mental health and I get sad much less
now. I know how to use my mind and thoughts in a good
way; this was a great experience.
– Year 8, Christ College Finchley

I feel good and it will
help me in life to solve
lots of problems
– Year 6/P7, Akiva School

iheart has made me feel way
better about myself and when
faced with tough situations I feel
I can cope better.
– Year 6/P7, Akiva School

I feel much better than I felt before because before I would always
doubt myself and I feel like I’m never good enough, but now I’m
happy about myself.
– Year 8, Christ College Finchley
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Q5e. Please tell in your own words how you feel after completing the iHEART programme.
Base: Total sample. Post-wave (256)

Case studies and
teacher
testimonials
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CASE STUDY: Akiva School
We interviewed 2 children from Akiva School who shared the impact iheart has had on
them…
iheart successfully encouraged Alfie* to
audition for his school’s Talent Show.
He used iheart’s teachings to overcome
his anxiety towards auditioning,
remembering that he does not need to
worry what others think of him.

“Instead of always being afraid to do
something, I now take the opportunity
to do things – iheart has helped me
understand that its good to give things
a go and not to feel worried about
what people think.”

Ben* has been using iheart learnings
when he finds himself in arguments.
He remembers that no one can put
a feeling in him or get him down. He
also knows that opening up to his
emotions is the key to solving
disagreements.

“Before iheart, I wouldn’t open up
at all and I would be very close
minded, so I would just stay
angry. Now I am more open to
other people’s opinions and ideas
if I’m arguing with them”.
24

* Names have been changed for anonymity

CASE STUDY: Christ College Finchley
Control (pre-Covid)

50%
In Christ College
Finchley, we have seen
particular uplifts in areas
such as confidence and
resilience.

40%
26%

47%

54%

Sig. higher than preiheart

Post-iheart

57%

51%
42%

31%

Working together with people I
don’t agree with

“iheart is a very special programme; it really brings to
life abstract concepts in a simple way with analogies.
Every lesson has a purpose and pupils know why
they’re there. I’ve certainly noticed that pupils are
much more mature and resilient, especially during
challenging time like the present.” – Teacher at CCF

Pre-iheart

Not letting past problems get me Having confidence when meeting
down now
new people

Emma* has noticed that her
class is talking more and
getting on much better since
doing iheart together and
there is less disruption.

Sarah* found herself getting into lots of
arguments with her friends. Since
completing iheart, she now knows it’s
okay if everyone doesn’t agree with her
and that doesn’t mean they don’t like
her.

* Names have been changed for anonymity
Q5d. How good or bad do you think you are at the following things? Q5a. How good or bad do you think you are at the following things? Q5c. Please select the option that
best describes how you feel about yourself. Base: Christ college sample. Control (524), pre-wave (160), post-wave (131)
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From listening to teachers, we know that…
1

Pupils clearly understand every part of the iheart programme as each
lesson links back to the ‘why’. Pupils are engaged throughout, especially
during more practical activities such as with the play-doh and balloons.

2

Although teachers were not able to see the long-term impact due to
lockdown, they still noticed immediate behavioural changes. They can
recall times where they solved problems with students by using the
principles of the iheart programme.

3

The iheart programme not only helps pupils, it also helps teachers
enhance their understanding of emotional wellbeing and resilience. The
programme establishes a common dialogue between teacher and
student, allowing for better communication.

“The programme is wellstructured and teaches abstract
ideas in a very accessible way.” –
Head Teacher at Langley Park Boys

“The children were captivated
from day one and that’s hard to do
with a class of Year 6s.”
Teacher at Elmgrove Primary

“iheart could not have been more
pertinent right now – pupils were
able to deal with lockdown
better and saw it for what it was
and responded to it with such a
high level of maturity.” –
Teacher at Christ College Finchley
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Teachers told us anecdotes about how they saw the direct
impact of the iheart programme…
“We have one student who was having a really difficult time, reaching crisis
point 3 or 4 times a day and the police had to be involved. This year, since
being on the iheart programme there have been no incidents, no police
involvement. He is much better at communicating his emotions, when he’s at
crisis point he will find one of us and talk to us.” - Teacher at East Barnet School

“We had a very angry Year 11 pupil who was often getting into trouble. He was
having 1-2-1 iheart lessons and I saw a massive improvement – he was much
calmer and more engaged in class. I’m also better at handling the situation
and iheart teachings flash through my head too.” – Head Teacher, Langley
Park Boys

“I’ve noticed that the class as a whole are getting along much better. They’re
more open to discussion and aren’t as shy - they know that disagreeing is okay
and nobody can control how they feel.” - Teacher at Christ College Finchley

Notably, teacher
testimonials show an
improvement in their
pupils’ behaviours .
It could be said that
teachers’ perspectives are
more accurate in judging
pupil’s behaviours,
whereas self-reflections
from students are better
suited to describing their
own feelings.
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Learnings from this research
Pupils have gone through a turbulent year and have faced uncertainty about their future throughout the pandemic and this research.
In such trying times, iheart has proved itself as a successful preventative programme. It has prevented young peoples’ wellbeing from
negatively spiralling, and in some cases has returned mental health levels back to pre-pandemic levels. This level of resilience in
pupils as a result of the programme is a huge success given facing the challenges we are currently facing.

iheart is particularly succeeding in instilling:

iheart should now focus on:

Resilience

Improving cohesion amongst pupils

Pupils are showing positivity, calmness and the ability to problemsolve when faced with difficult situations. This is likely to equip
them well for challenges faced even beyond the pandemic.

It is understandable that pupils are feeling more agitated and
distracted the longer lockdown continues, therefore preventing
this from manifesting in the form of troublesome behaviours is an
area iheart should specifically work on with the pupils.

Motivation

Improving cohesion between pupils and teachers

Pupils returned back to school raring to go after months of virtual
school and a lockdown Summer. They wanted to push themselves
to do well at school and iheart ensured this motivation continued
to remain high.
As the term progressed and there was increasing news about
schools closing, motivation held strong in these uncertain times as
a result of iheart.

The fragmented nature of school and not being used to the
classroom environment may have resulted in a rocky relationship
between pupils and teachers.
Given schools are back to online learning again, it’s likely that
pupils and teachers have missed opportunities to form strong
relationships. Therefore, it’s important that iheart can teach
pupils how to build and repair relationships with teachers again. 28
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